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Here quick note before we jump into this episode here leading saints. We are trying to do more.
How i lead interviews now. How i lead interview. You've probably heard him before. It's where
we find everyday leaders around the world who are serving in one capacity or another maybe
niller score president leaves cited president ward mission leader. High councilor stake
presidency counselor. So many different callings leadership that we have in our faith tradition
and we'd like to sit down with them one to one and just say is it that you lied. Give us a few
principles. Put it into perspective. What's your area like and these turn into phenomenal
resources of best practices and it's always fun to hear what the other guy is doing. So if you
know somebody who we could interview on the how i lead segment regardless of their calling.
We would love to connect with them. Go to leading saints dot org slash contact and send us the
information maybe get. Give them a heads up and we'd love to reach out to them. Connect and
see if we can get them on the leading saints. Podcast for one of our how i lead segments again.
Go to leading saints dot org slash contact and send us the information. I'm killer meal. And i live
in lehi utah. I'm so grateful for leading saints. Because i have received so much perspective
other than where my brain was. When i first started listening i enjoy listening to people who
have had different experiences than me and have a gospel perspective and have worked really
hard in their situation to make sense of it with relation to be a child of god and being all in in the
gospel with each other and and everyone has a family. Welcome back to the leading saints.
Podcast my name. is kurt. Franken your host for new two leading saints. You should know that.
This is a nonprofit organization. Dedicated to helping latter-day saints be better prepared to lead
and we do that through content creation. Like this podcast. Our newsletter online articles
leading dot org virtual events and live events and just so many ways jump in leading dot org.
And make sure you don't miss any of the content now speaking of content. We have a great
interview with patrick. Mason who has written several phenomenal books in his most recent
book titled restoration. God's call to the twenty first century world now. If you're not familiar with
patrick you should know that. He holds the leonard j tin of mormon history and culture the at



utah state university where he is an associate professor of religious studies and history. He
earned a b a in history from brigham young university and a ph d. In us history from the
university of notre dame with an emphasis on american religious history. He's the author or
editor of several books and is widely cited by local national international media as an authority
on mormon history culture and theology. Patrick lives with his wife. Melissa and four children in
logan utah obviously the home of utah state university and final discussion. I highly recommend
you check out. His book is a quick read and Really gives you new perception on the restoration
and in this is cushion. I'd encourage you to listen for the parts about How leaders can maybe
deal with exclusivism in our religious tradition. You know that's a bold tradition. We have but
maybe hallett's holding back in some some degree and then how we can maybe look for deeper
truth in our religious experience as he gets so myopic about the scriptures about two and these
things which are all good and i'm never a discouraging individuals from those things but There's
other truth. Light and knowledge that has been restored and and revealed out there that maybe
don't come through those traditional means and then just wrestling with some of these hot topic
issues like racism patriarchy. Patrick mason writes about Cultural colonialism in the church in
really just a fascinating discussion. Not that we arrived on some solid answers per se nor was
that the attempt that the purpose of doing this but these are discussions worth having and really
listing out what are we trying to restore or what. What hurdles do we have in our own restoration
both personally and as a church as an institution that maybe we could spend more time and
more focus on overcome and help people find a richer experience in the restored gospel. So
here's my interview with professor. patrick mason. The author of restoration. God's call to the
twenty first century today. I'm having opportunity to sit down with patrick mason. Are you patrick
doing great. Thanks for having me. Yeah well this is great. We've had several discussions in the
past. It seems and you've recently come out with a book called a restoration. God's call to the
twenty first century world dead man.
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there's so many thoughts one is. This is like a quick read right like. It's not some heavy
academic manuscript. You put together by less than one hundred pages all pagers at that. I love
it. So i mean that's one selling point of the book but and also just very thoughtful great
perspectives. Maybe just tell us like what inspired this Walking into this concept of restoration.
What question were you hoping to answer with for me. It was really two things so the first thing
So i wrote this last year or twenty twenty during the pandemic book during the and who didn't
right. I mean well. Some people took up cooking or whatever right do not. I wrote another book.
And i was thinking about this stuff because of twenty twenty was before the pandemic we were
supposed to be using it to celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of the restoration smith
going in the sacred groves and receiving the first vision. And so i was thinking a lot about
restoration. Obviously the church was to the first presence union twelve apostles put out a
proclamation about the restoration so it was just kind of in the air and i was thinking about this
this kind of stuff and and for me really the question even though i'm a historian and i love history.
I don't live in history. I live in the present right. And so i'm while i'm intellectually interested in the
previous two centuries of the restoration as a person and as a believer. I'm more interested in



the next century of the restoration. The one that i live in and the and the my kids and grandkids
will live in. And so so i was thinking about that and then the other part of it too was. We've talked
on this podcast before about my previous book planted which is a book addressing faith crisis
and and that book in a lot of ways was responding to you know a lot of issues. A lot of
challenges. A lot of questions. That people have. And i think that's really important work but i
also think that for anybody who believes anybody who cares about religion. We need to put out
positive arguments right like what are the great things about religion not just playing defense
dealing with problems or questions that people have. But what are you know. Why do we
believe what is it about this. Religion that sort of captures our hearts and minds and spirits. And
so. I wanted this book to at least be you know to try and be you know some of my answer to that
of why i think this religion is pretty cool. Yeah yeah and. I love how you put in context the
beginning of the book. Like if you put yourself back in the eighteen twenties or eighteen theories
is the churches established. Like what an exciting time like. Every moment like joseph smith
shows up to a meeting. You're thinking does got new revelation. What's happening like this new
doctrines being unveiled enrolling fourth. And now we get to appoint. Yeah we believe in
ongoing restoration and you know to hear twenty temples analysis boom like. That's that's
awesome but nonetheless we sort of maybe minimize our own restoration experience as if that's
something that happened and now we're just sort of. We have the restore gospel analysis. Keep
things moving but we can have a dynamic exciting restoration time in our own religious
experience right totally. And that's that's very much. The way that i feel i really wasn't until
president nelson's administration with all of the changes that we've seen over the past few years
that i realized so i'm forty four years old and i realized you know what the church or at least my
experience in the church. It's been kind of doing the same thing you know for most of my lifetime
right and that's not a bad thing. I mean a lot of great things happened right. I mean you know the
church's central in terms of forming me as a person. And and the people that i love and and
things like that but with i think we'd gotten a little bit of a habit of largely doing the same things
the same way and i think president nelson has reminded us that it doesn't have to be that way
obviously. There are going to be certain things that we hold onto no matter what right a certain
doctrines certain things but that if you know the world is alive and our culture is changing the
world is changing so our religion has to change with it not just at the level of the church right so
it's not just president nelson making changes but for each one of us to and so i think ongoing
restoration yet has to happen at the church level at the global level has to happen at the
individual level. Yeah i love that. Because i mean obviously the church as an institution and
even the as a religion with doctrines and the restoration of those doctrines is powerful. But i
think god is just as much interested as restoring the individual as he is restoring the institution of
the church right. Yeah i will. I came to believe in writing this book. The god is actually more
interested. Yeah i agree it. You'll cert- certainly. He's interested in the institution and and we talk
about the restored church and and and the restoration of all things right and we can. We can list
a lot of things that god is restored past two hundred years and it's a long an impressive list but
actually the the main takeaway for me in writing this book and this is not what i expected when i
went into it and started studying.
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The structures started studying. The teachings of smith and the other prophets is that when god
is talking about restoration. The most important thing that he is restoring is people and he talks
about. There's this great versus beginning of section eighty four the doctrine kevin's which is
one of the greatest sections about the church and priesthood. Right and all these things that we
talk about restoring been in verse two of that. And i don't have it right in front of me so i can't
quote. It says something like you know the the you know that the rise of the church or the
establishment of the church which has done the restoration of my people. And if i says
something similar to in second chapter thirty and so so all of these things that god is doing
priesthood and church and ordinances and doctrines et cetera et cetera et cetera. All of it is
done in. The service of restoring is family restoring his children to hold this all these things that
are not an end unto unto themselves. They are means to the end of restoring god's children to
hold. Yeah and that's such. An exciting message is a grace filled. Mich- that message right that.
Yeah he's after. My heart not necessarily have this organization works now just like i don't think
it's the latter day saint thing but i think human nature. We simplify things may be too much or
retrying fit them in a certain box so that we can then communicate them to others and obviously
that's that makes sense. But i remember being young missionary and i think it was Back when
we serve discussion. Three was the restoration right. And i remember laying out the different
had these great visual aids ri- showed like the foundation of prophets and apostles and
priesthood ordinances. All these things i'd ask there'd be this pivotal moment right. Turn to the
investigators. After i laid all these outright showed the old church the nutrition. I'd say what's the
difference and they'd say nothing. And i'd be like yes brother nothing. This is the restored
church. Join our team. you know. And obviously that we're not trying to diminish that doctrine
and that's incredible. These things have been restored but stronger message is that of in crisis
to restore you and we bring certain things that we can maybe help you be restored right. I think
that's where. I wanna go with our conversation next as like as leaders are listening to this.
They're like okay intellectually. I understand the restoration. But how can i- pivot to a message
of restoring the individual any ideas. Or where do you wanna start a start on that. Well i think we
are getting great leadership from the top. That helps us understand that. The point of everything
we do in the church is to minister to the one right and this is a message that we have heard for a
long time. But i think it's it's a matter sort of getting that into our hearts and into our bones right
that look. There are a lot of administrative things that have to be done within the church. Every
leader within the church knows that you know and the church has a vast bureaucracy to take
care of all the administrative things that have to get done. Those things are really important but
all of those things are meant to provide a structure or a platform for us to effectively minister in a
christ like way to individuals and when we lose sight of that it look. I've been in leadership roles.
It is easy to side of credit. Because you've got so many boxes to check right. You've got so
many things to do that. The list is never done. We have a pretty long handbook. You hook it all
the responsibilities that leaders have so it's easy to get lost in those things and so it's it really is
about a focus and attitude and orientation where we really focus on that the people right in front
of us and that all of these tools that we have. And that's what they are right. You know all our
koram's and are groups on the handbook and our sunday meetings and classes and all of these
kinds of things is your tools that eleven god has given us to help us be able to to minister to
individual people to bring them light and love in their life and and and make their lives better so



we. I think it's really just a matter of focus and and again it's it's easy for all of us to get lost in
that and again i think it. I think it didn't say in the book like are we have a handbook that like
would put any fortune. Five hundred companies handbook to shame like he's just lying in
dynamic in depth and again this is we're not about like trying to throw the handbook under the
bus as important. It's crucial but sometimes we naturally with the overwhelm these leadership
roles. We begin to serve the tools rather than the people. It's like well. The hamburg doesn't say
that this individual that sort of earning their experience but better do it. The handbook says
these things to step back and say none of these are tools to help us help us serve the individual
restore the individual. And that's just a tough dynamic. But i think it's worth that you do so well in
the book of painting the pitcher and painting the reality. That's before us and we have great
teaching along these lines. We just general conference. We heard great teaching along these
lines. In terms of general authorities me so many stories of of going to hospital rooms. Go into
people's homes you know and all these things you know.
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The there are lots of opportunities for training and things like that but oftentimes it can be done
in the car on the way to somebody's home right or things i again at cova complicates all of that.
Hopefully we'll get to a time where we're sort of back to normal and visiting and personal bit
more but i think we just the most effective leaders i've ever had and of course this goes all the
way up to the savior and the account of his ministry in the no testament. It is all focused on on
people trying to change lives. Yeah yeah you know. There's this feeling like in our culture that if
the church wanted it or if the church if the church needed to enable more this focus on the
individual like they would demand or the some programming again they do like general. Recent
conference shows that but sometimes as a leader i can feel like. I've just got to stick to the
handbook in if the if the brethren wanted. They're going to tell me to do that. And sometimes
there's a feeling of like. I don't want to step out of line right. How would you encourage leaders
to join in the restoration in the context that you've described it without feeling like but what if i'm
stepping out of line. Yeah it's it's a terrific question because yeah we we we. We do realize that
it's not. It's not just my church right to do whatever i want right. I mean this. Jesus christ church
and we're all just a part of it and so so we don't wanna do the wrong thing so i i think sometimes
we can get a little bit apprehensive. Sometimes we can be fearful. Which of course is the
opposite of faith and so i am so inspired by a lot of priesthood leaders alive release society
young women's primary leaders who absolutely take seriously the calling. The you know the fact
that they add hands laid on their head and they were given the necessary powers and
authorities to do what they were called to do and to see people exercise priesthood keys. If they
have them or exercise the authority of their office that they have been given. They have
authorized right. I mean if if you're a primary president war do you have been authorized given
divine authority with as presidents priesthood authority right authorities stray from god in order
to do what is necessary to minister to the children under your care and that's true of every single
calling and i'm so inspired by leaders who take that seriously and they're not just waiting for you.
Know some kind of directive working within the confines of the handbook again not not going
outside that but saying there is room for tremendous creativity and innovation within this. And a



lot of what i talk about in. The book is community engagement. Rhianna latter day saints i. It's
amazing what we do within our words but then also engaging outside awards and engaging the
world a little bit more and are so many things that we can do to to partner with social service
providers to partner with. Look i mean and this is the thing people sometimes say as you said.
They're a little hesitant to do this. But i don't know what other signals the church needs to give
us to be more involved in our communities. The church is doing this at a global level in terms of
not only providing its own humanitarian relief. But partnering with other people to do that and the
church isn't always in the lead right sometimes. We're just the supporting cast right. And it's
catholic relief services or the red cross or the un or unicef. And we're just. We're just one of a
bunch of people showing up to help. So that i think the is great model of this. They've created
just serve right to encourage us to be able to participate in organize but also chip in with local
things like that and we have scriptures. Tone us to be anxiously. Engaged right not to be
passively. Wait for things but to be anxiously engaged in a good cause. So i mean i i don't know
what other authorization we need. Other than the fact that we've had hands laid on our heads.
The fact that we are disciples of christ that have been called to do good in the world and the
churches modeling this at the global level and inviting us to do it at the local level. So i think we
have all the permission that we need to do. Good in the world yet and as we build this
foundation of of the book. And what tying that back to your your message of restoration as being
engaged in the outside the box and just jumping in and reaching out towards community house.
That has that anchor back to your general premise of the book. Yeah so thanks for that
question. So when i did a deep dive into the scriptures and into the teachings especially if the
prophet joseph smith on this notion of restoration. I fully expected them to be talking a lot about
the restoration of the church. Because that's that's sort of. I've grown up talking about it. I built
those same models on my mission to order. Signed pictures right and we can point to scripture
this sort of suggests that you know any fijian's in another up places like that but the thing that
surprised me and it really did come as a surprise as i was doing research for this book is that
joseph smith never once used the term restored church like that exact term yet.
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That blew me away. When i read that. And when i first discovered i i've got to be iran so i
contacted people in the church history department people doing the joseph smith papers right.
Who actually really know this stuff. And i am. I right about this. And they're like. Oh yeah turns
out. You're right same thing. He never used the exact phrase restored gospel. The phrase
restored church doesn't appear in general conference till one thousand nine hundred almost one
hundred years after the first vision right now the concept of a restored church of course that's
not foreign to them right and the idea that we're restoring primitive sanity but but even so you
know when joseph smith most of the time in his revelations and the scriptures that came
through him in his teachings most of the time when restoration is being referred to is referring to
one of two things it's either referring to israel the house of israel in the last days or it's referring
to lima nights as a subset of the house of israel but as people. Yeah exactly that from. You is the
key i was like. Oh when restoration. Scripture is talking about restoration. It's talking about
people it's talking to. And what do the layman is. And what do scattered israel. What do they



have in common with. These are people who history has not been particularly kind to write.
These are people who were persecuted. Who were scattered. Who were marginalized and who
were deemed as filthy right. And so when god is talking about restoration is talking about his
people his children and bringing them back into the fold making them whole addressing. All of
those hurts. All of those wrongs all of those ways in which they've been marginalized bringing
them in. And so that's why we have all these images of good shepherd. And all these other
parables right the prodigal son all these other all these parables that talk about bringing that
which is lost or hurt or wounded or marginalized and bringing them in to the embrace and into
the love of god oftentimes through the church and that to me was the key that's when it clicked
for all of the again all of these things they are all in the service of restoring gods people so when
we do you know when we worked to alleviate poverty when we work to you know to help people
with literacy when we helped to overcome racism and racial prejudice as we've heard so much
from from church leaders in recent months all of that is the work of restoration. it's not next to or
adjacent to the restoration. That is art the restoration because it's all part of bringing god's family
to wholeness no. I love that so much like when you bring it in the context of like restoring
individuals. It really shifts the paradigm of the gospel and our approach to it. You know because
naturally it's sort of like the gospels there either to restore people or to conform them to a model
bid for default to that conforming of like you know if you're engaged in the gospel you know you
should do these things and you probably start dressing a certain way and acting certain way in
and doing certain things but to step back and say no no no like god is engaged with their heart
to restore them and in my mind just goes to a friend who joined the church recently and it has
been just an interesting journey for him and i've recently talked to him and he's just sort of i can
for my perspective. Seems like he's sort of stepping away like he's taking steps back where i'm
thinking. No no no no. Don't do that like you're just do these things. But instead i step back and
think wow like god is on a journey with him and he's restoring that individual in a way that i
would have never guessed you know. That's not the game plan. I would have written out but just
having faith in his restoration journey. Knowing that at some point he'll bring him back to some
of these more traditional steps that maybe we we see but just have faith in that restoration
journey rather than seeing it. As a journey of conformity. And i think we each especially as
leaders we need to do the work of thinking and pondering and meditating on what it is about
these things that we do that will actually bring people wholeness. What is it about the book of
mormon so yeah. We want people to read the book of mormon but why we want people to
attend church but why we want people to pay tithing until the word of wisdom but why we know.
I think we've gotten as a church to the point where we where we can all agree that it's not just
about checking a box right right and so we have to in our own minds and hearts we have to
settle on the answer of what is about the word of wisdom that is going to bring people to
wholeness. Maybe that's an easy one right in terms of avoiding or overcoming addiction and
other things like that. But what is it about reading the book of mormon. It's not just to do it every
day so that you can say you did it right as not just to gain sort of scripture mastery that you can
memorize some things that you can beat somebody in a doctrinal battle right. I mean that that
was the trap. I fell into a missionary. Do often right but no what is it. So if i were a missionary
again. Yeah i would put the book of mormon and people's hands and i would invite them to read
marrone tan and to pray about it the more than that i would say this is how this book has
changed my life.
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This is how this book. Here's here's a few scriptures like really filled a hole in my heart or spirit.
This is how this book has spoken to me and made me a more whole person. I think it could do
the same thing for you. Maybe it's going to be different passages. That probably will be right.
But i can guarantee you. This book is going to fill a hole in your heart. That's and the
commodore church and being part of community again. It's not just growing the size of edison.
It's not so we can get more members of the club. It's so that we can get people to come in
because we think the participating in a congregational mode of religious worship. We think that
it's going to restore something in you and that you're going to be part of the restoration of
somebody else's heart and soul as well and that's a pretty cool thing. That is a cool thing.
Maybe this good a good place to pivot to this concept. You talk about relativism and -clusive
those seem like words. I generally use an academic setting which rarely and so break that down
for us. What would we understand about relativism and exclusivism. Yes yeah these are fancy
words but they just capture things that are pretty common idea so when we think about different
religions because look we all know that there's lots of religions out there right. We can't pretend
that ours is the only religion and in fact we constitute zero point two percent of the world's
population. So so you know when we think about other religions oftentimes people think about it
in one of two ways and yeah the fancy words are kind of exclusivism and relativism. So
exclusivism means that if one thing is true than something else that is different. Can't be true
right so if vanilla is the true flavor of ice cream chocolate can't be chocolate is different right.
Whereas relativism says you know what with religion. Yeah they all look kinda different. People
do different things and the kind of believe different things but actually the image that's oftentimes
uses. It's all different paths up the same amount right and when we get to the top of the
mountain. We're all going to be at the same place and we just got there through different ways
right and the higher you go up the mountain the more similar it is right and that's like chocolate
vanilla strawberry. I mean it's all good right that there's no true flavor of ice cream. It's it's it's all
good is just personal preference and the problem you know. Exclusivism makes a lot of sense in
terms of to give you the kind of confidence that what you've chosen is true right right. And and
that's that's what gives you the kind of energy to go out and and confidently testify of these
things but it oftentimes doesn't make very good relationships with your neighbors right if you
think. Your neighbors are absolutely wrong. And unless they believe in do exactly the way that
you believe in do the something bad is going to happen to them. Right whereas relativism
doesn't resonate because those of us who are in particular religions we know that they're not all
the same right hinduism and catholicism and the church of jesus christ latter-day saints and
islam. They're not the same. They just aren't and their goals aren't the same. I mean if you really
sit down and talk to a hindu and we can all talk about how we have common ethics. The golden
rule is common to all religions and so there are some things we start. Everybody loves their
families etc etc. But when you really talk to a muslim or you really talked to a hindu. They don't
like the end the goal. You know where we're getting to is not the same as it is for a latter day.
Saint relativism just doesn't work either. So so for me and neither of these. Two frameworks is
fully satisfactory. Yeah and so and is a traditional today. Saying we. I mean we generally kind of



go to that exclusivism. Really when we say things were the one true church and this is where.
It's gotta be to happen for for that restoration to happen but you also make the point that this
restoration is happening for everybody in regardless of what their faith tradition is that we don't
own all the rights to the restoration. Concept got his always engage in the hearts of men
regardless of where they may be a. We may just own part of that restoration thing like once that
individual is ready for those sanctifying covets. Like yeah we we sort of. Have those keys right
and we're happy to help you with that right. Yeah that's right. I mean yeah i i think we have to
really struggle and wrestle with what is god doing among the other ninety nine point eight
percent of his children and i've got to think in fact i know that god is working among them as well
and in fact this is exactly what latter day saint teaching us. I mean we have a first presidency.
Statement from nineteen seventy eight. We don't quote it nearly enough. It's called god's love
for all mankind in which it talks about how god inspired mohammed and confucius plato and
aristotle right so both religious leaders and philosophers says in all nations around the world in
order to enlighten and bring lights two different nations and different cultures. We have
scriptures.
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The book of mormon is actually one of the things that testifies most powerfully of is the idea that
god speaks to all nations. Right and in fact at some point we believe we're going to discover the
sacred writings. The inspired writings of other people were gods inspired other people and
they'll have their records and they will join with the book of mormon and the bible right and
maybe those records already exists. Maybe there yet to be written. We don't know right. And so
god is doing work among all his children that is actually part of the teaching of the day saints
and so they're not just passively waiting for us to do their ordinances for them when they die. I'm
a god is working among them right now. Always has been and so. This is what i call
particularism. Which again is is doesn't exactly. Roll off the tongue but this idea that god gives
specific gifts particular gifts. The different people not only to individuals but to groups two
nations to cultures even religions. And he's given us great gifts and really important things to do
right. He's given us a book of mormon and restoration scripture. He's given us. Prophets in a
possible is us ordinances and the keys to do those ordinances four the whole human family by
the way not just some of them right and these are specific things that latter day saints have
been called to do but he's doing work in other places too and asking other cultures in groups
and nations individuals to do good work at the same time. And here's the the friction point for a
lot of leaders is that in their own journey of restoration Especially being part of the restored
gospel as we turn the day that it's hard to look towards those other things because we have the
standard works we have you know scripture which we believe is the word of god and so to turn
those almost feel like. It's sort of the you know the i don't know how bit almost like i'm turning
away from the sort of married to the scripture and if i turn away and read another book for for
higher light and knowledge like i'm doing it wrong and so what advice would you give. The
leaders are really the orthodox latter day saints who they want to understand this greater light
and knowledge but they sort of feel like well. That should always come from the scriptures right.
No it's a great question. As important question. I think one thing to realize the scriptures point us



outside of themselves as well maybe the most famous passage along these lines is in section
eight revelation to the saints where god tells joseph smith and the elders of the church to seek
wisdom out of the best books and clearly context. He's not just talking about the scriptures. he's
he's telling them to study history and geography and politics and all these kinds of things so that
they can be better ministers of the gospel so the scriptures themselves point people out of the
scriptures. I in fact there's there's this great revelation where joseph smith wants to read the the
apocrypha catholic bibles a whole bunch of other books. That protestant bibles. Don't they're
called. The apocrypha and joseph smith wanted to know. Is it okay for me to read these other
books right. They're not part of the king. James bible and the revelation that he got said. Yeah
go ahead and read them. You've been given the holy spirit to discern what's drew what's what's
error right and god specifically says there's much that is in there that is true. There's also things
that are error there and you have the holy spirit so you figure it out and this for me. This is so
liberating. It's so exciting. That of course. The scriptures are the standard works right the
scriptures the teachings of the prophets living prophets apostles in the holy ghost. This is where
authority comes from. This is where we know. What is true. But josie smith didn't believe that
truth was just limited to those those things. Brigham young didn't believe the truth was limited to
just those things prophets and apostles throughout the restoration. I mean if you look at general
conference talks. They're quoting shakespeare. they're quoting poetry. They're quoting studies
by academics. They are clearly signalling to us. That there's a lot of truth to be found outside
and again we way it by what we know from the standard works and the teachings of the
prophets and the holy spirit but we have been given the gift of discernment. It's one of the great
gifts that we have so the world is sort of our playground. I mean for me. This is just so liberating
that that i can read. I can explore. I can talk with people. I can talk with my neighbors and learn
everything i can ask questions. And then i have the holy spirit to help me discern what is true
and what is in a leadership context. This is so encouraging. Because i remember being that
bishop who sort of had a side hobby of really being interested in organizational behavior and
already different studies or books. And i've just like holy moly like this. I could apply the so many
ways you in my leadership role. But i sort of felt like i don't know mice. We'll do that right. And
that sorta okay and even bringing up to members of the world council and check this out. Look
what they're discovering out there and traditionally that feels oftentimes and we have this this
trump card i call where The spiritual trump cards from time to time.
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There's a whole list of anthony. Swick turned me on this but one of these trump cards with truth
is like oh well that you see that is That's philosophies of men mingled with scripture. And so just
know. Build careful there because you don't want to be led astray and surges us. Reject that
premise. Saying like i'm not saying this as scripture or this research was flawed in some way but
it has helped ryan inspired me to lead in different way or to think in a different way. Because i
now have this information with. That's exactly right. One of the great quotes from brigham young
and not everything that brigham young said always great. Because he's fallible just like the rest
of us but he has this great quote from eighteen fifty nine where he says. It's now our duty. In
calling to gather up every item of truth whether the infidels which was the term at the time for



atheists whether they have it or the universalist or the church of rome roman catholics or the
methodist or the quakers or shakers or the press appearance or the baptist. Every one of them
has more or less truth and then he goes on to say yes to the sciences of the day yes to the
philosophy in every nation kindred tongue and people no matter how many errors they have
they have a great many truths and that is just i mean that is so liberating right and he's talking
about so not only other religious truth right. But he's saying even atheists have truth and he
saying scientists have truth and philosophers have true. So yes we do have warnings about the
philosophies of men right but again this is this is what we have discernment for. This is precisely
why god has given us these standards and these gifts in order to do you know to desegregate
the truth from the error but he invites us lay hold upon every good. Thank every good thing not
just some good things. Love that so much. I'm sure behind me several books. I'm sure you have
several non latter-day saints authors there. That aspired you in so many ways. I know i have my
own favourite christian authors. Who even little bitter towards the latter our latter day saints
experience. But i just love them so much i could read and read and read. And they inspire me
and pushed me back into the scriptures reinvigorate me into the latter day saint traditions that
i've already in place. They don't discourage me or you know and so again like you said it's
liberating it's exciting. Say i can reach and seek for different truth. That's out there. And it's all
part of this restoration experience. And that's the cool thing about are lay leadership to is that
we don't have a whole bunch of bishops and released society presidents and stake presidents.
Who have all gone to seminary and read the same books and learn the same things right. I
mean you know seminary nod in our context but actually they're coming from every possible
background right and so as a leader of the church like you know stuff right. You just know stuff
from your walk in the world which is different than somebody else's walk in the world guy and
you majored in something else in college or maybe you didn't go to college at all. And so all of
that stuff. You know whether it's organizational behavior leadership theories or whatever it is that
you've learned i that's all good stuff. Bring the best of it and apply to this work of restoration.
Yeah love that Great great concept and maybe just from just from your experience writing
implanted about faith. Journeys and faith transitions in doubt. And so forth this concept of you
know you say point. Two percent of the world is a latter day saint and this is really either been a
catalyst to somebody's doubt or their way out of the church or leaving the gospel so if someone
came to you or what advice would you have for bishops. Who were people come to them and
say but if this is the restored church point two percent are actually members like what are some
thoughts to respond to that that concern. Yeah look i. I grew up in a church that was addicted to
growth in the church of the nineteen eighties. Nine hundred nineties the two thousands right. We
were so infatuated with these numbers that were read. Every april general conference and
these percentages and the growth and the charts and graphs and we had one non. Lds one of
the most famous non lds sociologist of religion predict that mormonism was going to have two
hundred and fifty billion members. Not not two hundred and fifty billion two hundred and fifty
million quarter of a billion members during this century even as early as two thousand fifty right.
I mean we love that stuff and that was how that was part of what told us that the church was true
because it was growing so fast the fastest growing in the world's fastest growing religion in the
world. We oftentimes and look those. The church is still growing through converts and enter
natural increase But not nearly at the same rates there was and i think we're i think now we're
having a little different perspective. Maybe a little more humility and we go back. And when i go



back to the scriptures yeah there are some things that talk about the growth of the kingdom right
and you know that the prophecy from daniel about the stone cut out of the mountains and so
forth and we talk about these kinds of things the seem very impressive acne fi when he had his
vision of the church of god in the last days he said that their dominions would be small.
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Says it'd be scattered around the world that their dominions would be small. He was not
imagining a church. That with two hundred and fifty million members right that became a
dominant force. That's now a neef. I saw and vision. And think i think most of all about what the
savior said that when he used metaphors to describe his followers and i think it applied then
ended applies now. The metaphors he used were light. Yeast salt is raw. Tiny things tiny tiny
thanks particles of light right or grains of salt or a little bit of yeast. They are you know. In terms
of just ye strides tie-in tiny percentage of what goes into a loaf of bread. I don't know maybe
around point two percent behind and it's by itself you know it's just chice right but when you mix
it in with the loaf the whole point of the yeast is meant to transform the rest make solve until it
remains fairly small. But it's supposed to have this transformative. This is supposed to have a
catalyst effect on the rest of the ingredients and the same thing with salt right. Put too much salt.
I mean you know. it's not good. And so you only need a dash of salt a pinch of salt to totally
transform a dish that seems to be what jesus keeps coming back to i. It's not the size. It's not
about critical mass. In terms of what he calls his followers towards. Of course we want more
people because we think that our blessings of the gospel. We think their lives will be better
when they come to the church and enjoy its blessings. Bejesus tells us not to be intimidated by
smallness in fact to think that maybe that are calling is to have a transformative effect not a
dominating act on the world. That's really really helpful. I love that. I wanna move on in chapter
five. You talk about various topics as in the context of the restoration. Because i think you make
this point throughout the book is that obviously things that joseph smith. Brigham young we're
dealing with you know the day-to-day topics are the economic concerns. Or whatever it is much
different than than today. You know a lot of the scriptures written there and so they're generally
in that context and so are the restoration is to recognize these new dynamics these new issues
or problems and see them as part of the restoration as we combat them or or overcome them
right and is that maybe is my that effectively want. Yeah no. that's exactly right. That history is
different than the present and even two hundred years ago that the world a smith and brigham
young left in the world the and covenants most of the sections emerging is actually quite
different than ours at certainly the world that the bible or the book of mormon emerged end right
and so if we believe in an ongoing restoration if we really believed in the ninth article face the
god has revealed things in the past he reveals things to us now and he has a lot of things to tell
us in the future. Then we know that this project isn't and we know that this project is not perfect.
We know that we don't live in science or or best we've in aspirational zion. That zion is not
perfected yet. In fact one of the things for the book mormon warns us against is is being to
content and actually saying that all is well in science. Because that's actually one of the tools of
the adversary because it makes us complacent and it keeps us from continuing to try and
become more perfected in christ and so so. I identify a number of things in that chapter and



somebody else's list might be different than my last. That's totally fine. But if things that we've
picked up along the way that i think weren't necessary or important or true parts of the original
restoration but it's just natural living in this world that the pick up stuff along the way we all do it
in our individualized and that's what repentance is for is to be self aware to look at the at the
baggage. We've picked up to look at the kind of barnacles that that have attached themselves to
us spiritually along the way and then the gift of repentance is the we can get rid of that stuff. We
don't have to be paralyzed by it. And so i identify a handful of things. I mean one of the things i
talk about. Is racism that that we know that something's the church struggled with for one
hundred and twenty six years. We had a priest a temple ban on people of african descent and
so nineteen seventy-eight that revelation was a really important start in terms of shedding that
extra baggage. Getting rid of those barnacles but those have long lasting effects and we know
that.
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And we're hearing that a lot from this first presidency in terms of challenging members to get rid
of that baggage once and for all so that we can really move on with the work and science so this
is always gonna be true and so again. I have my list of things that i think that we've picked up
and we need to attend to but we just the basic principle i hope resonates for everybody that we
can't just be content. Not only in our individual lives but as a collective church we also always
have to be looking at the things that we need to hand out so the way forward and i appreciate
you put it in the context of this is your list and you know a lot of these things. I've probably
include on my list as well and and just a tease for the book. I should go check it out the things
that the main ones that you mentioned racism patriarchy cultural colonialism inequality of wealth
and fundamentalism. And well it will touch on some of those but it'd be interesting like for a
leader to save. What's on your list like. What are the common things. The threats the the
dynamics that are your members are really wrestling with that. They need some help with in the
context of shifting this to a leadership context. I mentioned this discussion because a lot of
these things. Individuals turned towards leaders. And say okay. Now what are you going to do
that. And the leaders. Who says i'm late for a meeting i gotta go you know. It's like the like for
example. This is an interesting dynamic. Self like the general theories of our church the brethren
a really tough position because they are general authorities. They are leading the church
generally and it's a huge international church. And so i don't fault them and i have so much
empathy for anything they say. Even i'm like i don't i don't really agree with that or i'm a little
uncomfortable with it or whatever i'm being well is. This is a general leader and they can't give
you the five step plan of how to do this or that. And so for example when president nelson
conference ago or so students and you know we should lead the way out against racism. Like
i'm like harare like here. We go yes. And but at the same time i felt like he was saying saying we
should end world hunger. Thank you have a good evening. And then i'm like okay. Wait a
second. Like what am i supposed to do with that. And then everybody turns toward the leaders
or to your your favorite leadership. Podcast says okay. Go ahead and create that content. And
i'm thinking i don't know how to solve world hunger like i'm a racist it's just it becomes very
difficult when it hits that local church level. Then it's like boom because that's where the



application happens and so has we create this list. Like i'm just curious like what incursion have
for those leaders who are trying to combat these things. But it's like. I don't i don't know what to
do and and there there's never like a right or wrong answer than half the word hagia and the
other you know anyways. Any what thoughts come to mind. I know there's clear answer here
but yeah right well i. It's it's the million dollar question is such a great question. I think a couple
of things so first of all is to realize that local leaders are not generally leaders in the sense. That
and we talk about all the time in the sense though. I bishop or a young women. President can't
speak for the whole church right. it also means they don't have the burden of the whole church
for the burden of the whole world. Yeah the way that a general authority does instead they're
burden is much more concentrated and much more localized right. They've been called to
provide local leadership for a local group of saints and the local community within their
boundaries. Ordinaire by and that's so that can be restricting in a way that it actually hopefully
should be empowering and should be liberating i. i don't have to bear the whole hated the world
on my shoulders as a relief. Society president right. It's enough to bear the weight of what's
going on in your word boundaries. Right and so i think then once you realize that then you lean
into that and the other principle is that you can't run faster than we have strengths right and
there is a kind of grace upon grace line upon line right. None of us. Can you know the old
saying. How do you eat an elephant. One bite at a time right. You can't swallow the whole thing
at once. And so so. I think my advice would be lean into your inspiration which means exactly
what you just mentioned which means listening to people right looking around what needs to be
done in your ward and i'd be different. It's going to be very different than award across the world
but it might even be different than the next to you or the stake next to you and that's okay
because again you've had hands wait on your head you've got keys or have authority to minister
to the people in your order steak boundary and so lean into that inspiration and say what can we
do. We can't do it all not all at once. But what is the one thing that god wants us to do among
our people in our ward in our stake in our class in our corum right now and and eat that elephant
one bite at a time. But don't don't be so paralyzed by the whole elephant and take the first fight
right right.
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I think that happens a lot too. I can't solve all the world's problems so i'm just gonna sit and
watch netflix. No i mean. God wants us to be doing stuff. But he doesn't ask us to do. He doesn't
ask all of us to everything all at once. And it's s awesome advice and really helpful to this you
know. We got to be careful but just being engaged in stepping back. And saying where i can.
Sometimes i wondered especially in this polarized world with so much happening. Like why am i
stepping into this trap. But here we go Know in the context of racism right like being in the salt
lake area. Obviously there's not a ton of diversity right and is it my fault as controversy. No i was
born. Here is just where i am right but then but then there's this feeling of like well we gotta
make sure there's diverse in the church and there's that one afternoon african-american brother
that we love and let's make sure he's in the bishop breaker like and then he's doomed to
bishoprics. That were were just trying to like show that we're renewed and if we don't do that
then something's wrong. And so it just creates this paradox. That leaders find themselves in like



i and again you know with leadership. Sometimes you just have to say. I know i'm trying. I know
not everybody. My word agrees. I'm drying but i'm trying in here. I go right any thoughts to that
with as far as like some of these especially in utah or the very what the word would be. But
there's not a lot of divers diversity here. Yeah yeah. I mean a lot of words because the because
the geographic boundaries are relatively small. There is a lot of homogeneous entity. At least. i
mean. There's never really homogeneous eighty right within those boundaries. People are
struggling with lots of different stuff but in terms of the outward visible things you know race and
class and and socio economic status. there's oftentimes a high degree of homogeneous and a
lot of utah competitions for me i'd say a couple of different things one is that yeah got that one
african american family or one with tino family in your ward rather than trying to figure out all of it
yourself. Watch bring him into the office and say. Here's what i'm struggling with. Mr smith right.
I mean thank you for being. We're you're such a valuable member of the ward. And here's what
i'm thinking right. I wanna make sure that. I include you and your experiences you know. I want
to make sure that this is a safe place for you. When you come to church right. Tell me what i can
do. Better tell us what we can do better but also don't expect that sister smith fast. Have all the
answers for the whole of the church. And so so. Make it a partnership and making it a
conversation with those folks and i think they'll they'll appreciate that the other thing is that even
if some of this diversity doesn't occur exactly within our word boundaries. It's not too far away.
Even if you live on the east side salt lake or me kind of east bench of logan or whatever. It's not
very many miles away and a phone call to a city council member right a phone call to the local
united way or or some other organization that does community work will help you realize that.
Not very many miles away. There are a lot of even if they're not exactly within your ward
boundary and. That's okay we can do good outside our word boundaries to when necessary so
again it just requires a little bit more moral imagination. Being a little bit more proactive. In order
to address some of these things yet in the temptation is with some of these heavy over racism.
Patriarchy you know inequality of wealth. I naturally just want to. Nfl other leaders in philip. This
like i don't necessarily know how to approach that. But if i default to simply teaching chrysler
principles and christ like love and his doctrines like all of that should come out in the wash like
it's if we teach people to be more christ like more likely to be less racist or they'll get rid of
racism but is that there is at a flawed approach from. I don't think it's a fought approach. I think
that's where we have to start with and we start with doctrine and so for me even in that section
on racism. I mean i start from. The doctrine laid out in the book of mormon that all are like into
god black and white. And i'm sure that extends to to every other race is well and that's where we
start and we have a responsibility as leaders not just an opportunity but a responsibility to teach
the doctrine and that is the doctor so we have to start from there and in fact. Sometimes we say
oh. These are controversial topics. I don't wanna talk about well. If you're not teaching in the
world that we live in today right if you're not teaching that doctrine in your ward then than
something is missing right.
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We're not speaking to the needs of the world. I mean the members of your order thinking about
it. They're watching tv two or they're looking on facebook and twitter. They see it. And so i think



one of the one of the biggest problems we have in our churches that sometimes we are. We are
scared to say anything. And i don't want us diving into every political issue. And i don't want my
bishop given political sermon. Learn more about that. This is exactly right so it is hard. I'm not
saying it's easy. But we we have a responsibility to teach the doctrine and then it's okay as a
leader to say. Look here's the doctrine. All relying god black or white. I'm watching this stuff on
tv. I'm troubled in my soul. I'm listening to a president nelson. I don't have all the answers. I i'm
i'm still learning myself. Look i'm just joe the plumber or whatever you as as a bishop right. I'm
i'm just steve. The insurance agent right or whatever. I'm still figuring this stuff out myself. But i
know what the doctrines and let's start there and let's listen to each other and if people have
different points of view that's okay. Let's listen and learn from from one another. That's what
christ calls us to do. That's why he puts us in wards so that we can learn from one another and
so two kind of invite the conversation. Do it in a way that is going to be christ like to put forward
the christian principles of love and of hope and faith and forgiveness all these kinds of things
and then to teach people to listen to one. That's pretty good leadership right. There yet is
because the world doesn't offer a lot of that right. Yeah this is one place. I am convinced. The
latter day saints. We've been given a gift of the ward. We cannot squander that gift and so so
the world doesn't offer this to world does not offer this kind of piece this kind of place to listen to
and learn to love and forgive people who were different from you. The world is pulling us in
every other direction and the church really is. There are fewer and fewer places in our society
and the church is one of them where we can learn to love people who are different. Yeah i love
that awesome. I appreciate let me explore that. I probably said some things ended a lot of
emails but whatever. That's fine the two of these topics that i wanted me to spend more time
with his his cultural colonialism and fundamentalism you know. How would you describe cultural
colonialism. I think people know what it is but maybe they have it used in that term. Yeah sure
agana i. Can't i mean this. this is the idea. It of the white man's burden this motion mostly in
missionary work. The idea that that we go out from. Logan utah or salt lake. Or whatever and
you get called on a mission to the amazon jungle or somewhere else and you're not only
teaching the pure principles of the gospel. But you're pretty sure you have it all figured out in
terms of the way that stuff is supposed to work right and actually we heard some. Was it other
wins. Who talked about this one or the apostles talked about this in general conference. I can't
remember exactly but this this notion that sometimes we take things out into the world but we
we do it in a packaging that has more to do with american culture than it has to do with what the
gospel and sometimes we can be pretty heavy handed in the way that we do that and not
necessarily listen to other people. So a lot of that happens in a missionary contacts but it can
happen locally to especially as as new people come into the church as new converts. Come into
the church. We can be a little bit heavy handed in terms of imposing not just true doctrine and
ordinances and the things that the church has been tasked to steward but kind of cultural way of
doing things get that the the weekend sometimes be less than gentle in hosing on people. And
and we've heard this a lot from general conference we just need to separate the culture from the
doctrine it's easier said than done to be sure but we just need to be conscious about it and try to
empower people to bring their gifts the whole talking. I mean god tells us. This is the metaphor
of the body of christ. The paul uses. Is that all the body parts matter and they all have different
gifts and they all different things so the problem is the church i mean. Let's just say we have a
whole bunch of hands right. The work really well that really effective hands and sometimes



when somebody comes into the church and they are an ankle or they're an elbow or they're an
ear them to be hats and we we sort of force some things on them rather than saying. Oh wait a
minute. You've got some different gifts. You've got some different things that god has given you.
The you can add and in fact our congregation is going to be richer because of what you bring
precisely because it's not the same. As all these other people who were raised the same way
that cetera and a lot of their little things you know like white shirts or how his are song. And what
reverend's means and these types of things in the curse of correlation. Right in our town to
correlate all the doctrine we said well why don't we just correlate everything moving including
what we wear in the hymns These sing in how you know and that sort of the again the curse of
correlation but we have just as best international church.
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And so it's like we'll just let's hit copy and paste a bunch of times and it works here must work
there but then these unintended consequences come from that right one. of course it's a
blessing and a curse exactly is is that that we strive for unity and it is a beautiful thing as i
watch. General conference and heard these choirs from all over the world singing same hymns
that i sang right. That is a beautiful thing. That's powerful thing that talks about the unity of the
children of god that the restoration is trying to bring about so. Yeah how do you had a
disentangled. It's not easy but again a lot of these things that i listen to the book. I don't have the
answers for. But i just think we can't lose sight of them. We have to be conscious of them. And
we have to wrestle with them together yet. And i think just discussions like this and other
resources out there like i think we're getting to place for more and more comfortable with it but
it's you know it's interesting because i asked myself like if i got a call from somebody that elder
so and so doesn't matter who has elder general thorny wants to meet with me like you couldn't
pay me not to wear a white shirt and like i'm so conditioned that even now i'm not in any formal
leadership position. I wear a white shirt and a suit to church when we go to church right and so
again and i and i may be these practices. Maybe not like projecting that on others at the deacon
shows up with a blue shirt right role with. I don't feel like you have to tell him to go. Sit down and
those types of things. But it is interesting in and i kind of i don't mean advisers like okay you.
You laid out these topics patrick. I want answers like because these are tough. But it's worth
making that list in seeing in seeking higher revelation deceive. Maybe there are some ideas of
diminishing this list more more an end finding deeper restoration in all right. Yeah and then.
Lastly is fundamentalism. Because this one stood out to me because i feel like leaders
sometimes of the greatest. Violators of fundamental is where i don't know how you. How would
you quickly define fundamentalism in the context of of your book. Yeah i mean. It's i'm referred
to it in in just the kind of general term general way with we do with somebody who's like really
hard core you know. Everything is black and white. I'm very little flexibility on anything and they
have all the answers right and if you don't line up with them one hundred percent than wherever
you don't line up your wrong. Yeah all right. There cannot be any diversity of views or or
anything like that. And you're right. We we see this a lot in leadership. We've seen it in general
leadership over the decades. We've seen it in local leadership. I think we've all seen this and
again. It's not to be firm and your convictions is not necessarily a bad thing right. You're you're



not gonna get me to on whether there is a god in heaven or whether jesus my savior right so
there. There are certain things that we we have to have our feet firmly planted standards
witness of god at all times and places. Thanks but that's different than what. I'm talking about as
as fundamentalism with the kind of rigidity the country without the kind of intolerance the
inflexibility. The judgmental is the condescension. The comes towards anybody who has who
has different ideas the rather than sort of saying. Oh wow that's different than my understand.
Tell me more about that. And let's let's of have a conversation about this. Let's figure this out
together. And i mean. The opposite of fundamentalism is humility right. Fundamentalism is itself
a kind of pride in which you believe that you have all of the answers. You know it all. There's
nothing else for you to learn because you know what all right whereas humility evokes a kind of
openness you know kind of meekness kind of gentleness again not wishy washy not selling.
The farm unimportant things but an openness to the diversity of the world that the god is created
and especially for all of us. You know who live on this side of the vale you see through a glass.
Darkly there's a reason why the scriptures tell us to be humble and you know a couple of the
metaphors that i use in. The book in terms of fundamentalism is the structural engineers when
they're building a really tall building skyscraper. They actually build in flexibility. I mean several
inches actually depending on how how high the building is so the win when the wind blows the
building can actually sway. I mean there are still strong foundations. That building right. They're
not building on sand but they build in the flexibility. That can move with the wind a little bit. Same
thing nature does this. I mean look at a big tree right. I mean if a tree is too rigid than when a big
windstorm comes. It's gonna fall down and maybe take other trees with it that actually trees
bend in the wind. That is a source of strength not weakness for a tree to and wind.
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And i think we can take some lessons from that. What are the things that we absolutely have to
dig our roots defeat so that we don't blow over but also that the kind of flexibility in our branches
and at the top of our trees that allow for diversity that allow for different points of view allow for
the wind to take us a little bit. Not anywhere wants because we're planted in the ground but
have enough flexibility actually to be healthy. And that's it's a trick. There's no magic formula to
that. But that's what fundamentalism resist fundamentalism resist. Any flexibility wants to nail
everything down. Because it's actually a form of insecurity it's it's a form of weakness whereas
humility is a form of strikes. Yeah and it's interesting especially in the context of this Restoration
especially you know the church restoration. I would say you know the the church of my father in
the in the eighties and nineties. If you'd ask. What's the point of sunday school. The answer may
be able to teach doctrine right and that seems you know. I wouldn't necessarily disagree with
that. But that naturally produces a dynamic where there's right answers they're wrong answers
and if you say the right thing and it's not doctrinal than i have to corrected and then because we
have teach doctrine here where now i feel like it's through this restoration journey that we're all
on the churches more about senator scores more about community and saying we're gonna talk
doctrine but primarily it's about community and you may bring one thing up and i may disagree
but at the end of the day were united and we're all we're both on this journey of trying to find
christon the deeper meanings of his doctrines right and so. It's just interesting to see how. How



sometimes fundamentalism pushes back on that restoration journey. That we're all on. Yeah i
think this goes back to the beginning of our conversation its doctrine. to what end you know. The
doctrine has the same. Latin root is dr ryan and so the points for healing. I mean that's that's
doctrine is supposed to do and again there are some doctrines that we will not budge on right.
We're just we're just not right. I mean if if i'm teaching the gospel doctrine class and somebody
gets up and says you know what i actually don't think jesus christ as the savior right. I'm not
gonna say you know what that's great. Let's run with that. And i do want to minister to the
person right might say. Hey thanks for sharing that you know. Let's talk about that after class
right. Let's talk about your experiences and so forth but you know we are there and community
in order to testify that jesus assist the savior right. I mean there are certain certain bedrock
principles but most of what we're talking about is is not that analysts is usually not. That's where
the give the rigidity. Exactly the the rigidity is is a much different place. It's arguing over small
stakes stuff usually. Yeah and so again. The if we keep our focus on the individuals right what is
the purpose of churches is to prepare people to be disciples of christ right and prepare the world
for the second coming of jesus that that gives us a you know a very different view. Because it's
it's person centered right. It's focused on the individual. Not protecting a certain set of ideas of
what some general authorities said in general conference in nineteen thirty eight. Yeah exactly
with fundamentalism half the battle just understanding what it is and then then you can
recognize it and deal with it then but go to any other point or concept. I didn't hit on you. Want to
make sure we cover for wrap up. No this this has been great. I mean for me is just i think the
takeaway and i hope what people get from from the book and from this conversation is that this
is a really exciting time to be a member of the church right and when the profit apostles talk
about the ongoing restoration. Like i'm all in. I mean that is exciting to me not to be part of a
project that is done right. And i'm and i'm just watching reruns for for the rest of my life but
actually i'm part of the process of creating and you're part of the process of creating it and all of
us are. We're doing this under the direction of our savior of the holy spirit of our leaders. And
we're doing it together and we're doing at out of love for all of heavenly father's children both the
ones who are members of our church and the ones who aren't and that's when you catch that
kind of vision of what the restoration is all about. It's pretty exciting stuff so so it's just. I'm
grateful for the opportunity to have pondered a little bit about restoration over the past year.
Because it's made me more excited about what god is doing world and more open i hope to god
is doing and that's a beautiful. That concludes my interview with professor. Patrick mason aegis
so fun to talk to hope. You enjoy these discussions as much as i do and i would love to hear
what main points jumped out to you.

01:10:01 - 01:11:40

Go to leading saints dot org slash contact or go to post on of this episode on leading states dot
org and you can leave a comment. I always review those comments respond to him. And and i'd
love to hear what stood out most to you and me think about what leader could you share this
with. You drop it in an email or maybe a sibling brother and uncle a dad and mom whoever who
could you send this episode to that would maybe spark a deeper conversation about some of
these concepts and definitely check out his book. It's available amazon and anywhere. You find



church books. It'd be awesome readings quick. Read and and you'll love it. So good leading
saints dot org slash contact and let us know what stood out to you and if there's any other
authors or individuals who you think would be a good fit for the leading saints podcast and
remember if you know someone who'd be a great fit for the how i lead segment go to leading
saints dot org slash contact and submit your suggestion. It came as a result of the position of
leadership which was imposed upon us. I the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of
the gospel of jesus christ decoration was made concerning the own and only true and living
church on the face of the earth. We were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness
of leadership from which we cannot shrink runaway and which we must face up with boldness
and courage and ability.


